CB-100S-E

Steam and Dry Box
A versatile machine Intended for a shape forming dryer

An easy-to-see and user friendly operation panel
・Possible to deal with processes from finishing to drying elaborately as time,

temperature, and vibration mode can be programmed flexibly.
・Possible to handle various clothes with the function capable of storing up

to five courses of different way of finishing.
・Adopted a fluorescent display tube indication

of which is bright and easy-to-see.

Function
・Achieved faster dryer function enabling neater finishing by keeping

inside temperature high by means of adoption of the large jetting tank.
・The effectiveness of stretching out a wrinkle gets higher

when using the vibration machine that vibrates a hanger
with a certain frequency.
・Taking in and out a laundry article can be done easily
by means of the hanger tray projecting when opening a door.

Appearance
・Prevents inside temperature from flowing into inside of a room,

by making the principal body of the frame
having insulated double layer structure.
・Adopted a large glass window to monitor finishing process.
・Prevents rust stemming from drainage by adopting stainless steel
for a floor and by adopting the large injection tank.

MAJOR SPECIFICATION

Our Technology for Clean Life
Model number

CB -100S-E

Model name

Steam & Dry Box

Handling capacity

10 clothes

MechanicalDimension

3-phase AC 400V

Frequency

50/60Hz

Fan motor

0.4kW

Vibration motor

0.025kW

750
90

0.05kW

Standard pressure

0.5MPa

Max supply pressure

0.6MPa

Consumption

30kg/h

Connection diameter

inlet 1/2" outlet 1/2"

Width

750mm

Depth

1174 mm

Hight

1935mm

Exhaust diameter

150 mm

Weight

90
15

Damper motor

570

Front side

920

Steam

Voltage

4-φ 12

15

Power supply

275kg

［ Hole position for anchor ］

＊These specifications shown on this catalogue may change without notice.
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